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UNI VERSI TY
TYPEFACE
PUBLI CATI ON

BRIEF
The task was to produce a 52+ page professionally printed publication that examines typography as form, meaning, and information
within the context of cultural application.

SOLUTION
The publication needed to show the universal tone of universities
as well as engage and entertain the reader. This was solved by
structuring body text and images together in a way that organized
content and incorporated visual punctuation that was lively but not
over powering to the content. There was a consistent style but it
varied in the flexible design throughout to keep interest by the viewer.
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University Typeface Publication

D RI ED FRUI T
PAC KAGI N G

BRIEF
The goal for this project was to create a packaging system
that successfully works as a unified whole, while also meeting the needs of both client and the intended demographic.

SOLUTION
Dried fruit needed a make-over that displayed it in and less
dull and more appetizing light. This problem was solved by
using illustrations of dried fruit to show its elegance and
highlighted this with appealing colors and a background
of repeated dried fruit illustrations to emulate energy and
vibrancy in the beauty of the form.
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TYP O G R A P H I C
POSTERS
BRIEF
The goal of this project is to thoroughly explore composition, layout,
and hierarchy while researching and
delivering detailed information about
the design and classification grouping
of the selected typeface.

SOLUTION
There was a need for creating an appeal
to read the posters as well as show
the information about the typeface in
a visual manner. This was solved by
utilizing color, structure, hierarchy and
visual punctuation in a fashion that
was interesting but also echoed the
emotion and style in each typeface.
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D EN TI S T
TEMP L ATE
BRIEF
There was a need for a new dentist
template design to be made. The
design needed to be clean and modern with a fresh feel to its design.

SOLUTION
This was approached by utilizing
elements of visual punctuation,
color theory as well as imagery to
accomplish a clean and modern look.

BOLDEN
B ROTHER ’S
FLYER

BRIEF
Bolden Brother’s is a propane company that needed an advertising flyer created for them.

SOLUTION
This was a great opportunity to create a flyer that played off of
their logo design and colors as well as made a bold impression
in the visual punctuation and image treatment.
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DESI GNER QUOTE’S BOO K

BRIEF
The primary objective of this project was to use inspirational quotes provided by historical designers to create
a hand-bound chapbook.

SOLUTION
Creating visually appealing pages about content that
was abstract was a problem that was solved by working
with typography in a dynamic way and incorporating the
typography with images that represented the text in a
nonliteral manner.
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Designer Quote’s Book
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P S4 CO N TRO LLER
RE-PAC KAGI N G

BRIEF
Goals of this assignment are that you learn the skills and terminologies
needed to reconceptualize packaging and sustainable design while taking
into consideration efficiency, practicality, recycling, and marketing.

SOLUTION
This project threw a curve ball to packaging; sustainability was now an
important goal. The original packaging used plastic for two reasons; stability and displaying the product. My goal was to create a packaging design
that was sturdy and held the product well and show cased the product.
The design of the packaging holds the controller in tightly because of its
indenting middle section. This same section helps to show the actual
shape of the controller without a die cut or use of plastic. Along with the
silhouette of the controller on the front, the stability and display of the
product are effective.
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LI ON &
LEOPARD
TY PE POSTER
BRIEF
The task was to create two images using
only letters and numbers. They were then
used to create a call to action poster.

SOLUTION
There needed to be contrast in element
sizes in order to fully articulate the image
as well as puzzle piecing of the elements.
This problem was solved by increasing and
decreasing the size of the letter as well as
altering the weights of the letter to fit into
one another with contrast. The designs
were then applied to a poster campaign
for a mock wildlife preserve.
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TELA PURE
essential oils

DEAR VALUED CUSTOMER,
Tela Pure is dedicated to sharing spirit & health improving benefits of essential
oils and oil infused products to the general population and educating about
their various therapeutic properties. Tela Pure’s target market is primarily
women between the ages of 30 and 50 in the North American region. Our visual
identity is going to feature Indian inspired imagery, lines, patterns and colors.
India was one of the first places where essential oils emerged from over 3000
years ago; because of this our identity is going to integrate elements of Indian
culture. Our company will feature “essential oils & all of life’s essentials” this
will build trust and interest in our products as well as bring something to the
market that differentiates us from our competitors.

TELA PURE VISUAL
I D ENTITY SYST EM

Tela Pure provides all natural healing essential oils, soaps (hand soap, bar
soap, shampoo, conditioner and lotion), house hold cleaners (disinfecting
wipes, all-purpose cleaner, dish soap and detergent) and personal care
products (hand sanitizer, tooth paste, mouthwash, lip balm, shaving cream,
baby oil and sunscreen). These products will be sold and distributed online at
TelaPure.com or at our stores which could be found in malls or other locations
across the US. A website with all the products and information will be available to the public which will feature online ordering capabilities.

PARTNER
Erica Casbar

BRIEF
The task for this project was
to work in a group and create
a company and visual identity
system. The goal was to create
a successful brand that could
stand apart from competitors and
cater to the target demographic.

There are a variety of companies who sell and distribute essential oils such as
Young Living, doterra, Eden’s Garden, Aura Cacia and Hopewell Essential Oils.
These companies all feature fully functioning websites that sell and distribute
essential oils and various products. Many are featured in numerous publications and have blogs and social media pages they regularly update. What will
set our company apart from the others is offering the online services but being
the first to have chain stores located nationally around the America. This will
increase sales and awareness of our brand.
Tela Pure will be tested in the market on a small scale by being presented to
a small controlled survey of people and collecting and analyzing their input.
Testing is necessary in finding out what works and doesn’t before the company takes on a large scale where losses can be much more substantial.

SOLUTION
The design needed to reach the
prime target demographic for
essential oils and well as stand
apart from other competitors. After
researching we defined that as
affluent women between the ages
of 35-45 then created a brand
that encompassed this, gave it a
more versatile products list and
incorporated Indian culture into
the design to create a traditional
and historical value in the brand
that created trust.
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Tela Pure’s mission will be to preserve the Indian traditions and customs while
selling beautiful, organic, pure products to their customers. Education is of
top priority in order to ensure the safe and beneficial way to use the products.

BEST REGARDS,

JESSICA NELSON

1.800.345.4354

.
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VALID THRU THE MONTH OF DEC.

BUY
TWO
get one

&FREE

ALL SINGLE AND BLEND OILS
* offer is redeamable online and at all stores.

W W W. T E L A P U R E . C O M | P R O M O C O D E R I T U A L

Front Door

Front Door

Window DisplayWindow
Shelf Display Shelf
Essential Oils Shelf
Essential Oils Shelf
Soaps & LotionsSoaps
Shelf & Lotions Shelf
Cash Register Cash Register
Cleaners Shelf Cleaners Shelf
Personal Care Shelf
Personal Care Shelf
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Woman 1 working on computer.

Boss demands more work.

Woman 2 greets friend.

Friend sneezes on her.

Mom taking care of child.

Child is yelling and misbehaving.

Woman 1 opens drawer.

Woman 2 put product on hand.

Mom applies product to head.

Woman 1 sighs with relief.

Woman 2 sighs with relief.

Mom relaxes with child.

View zooming in on products.

Logo appears.

Slogan comes on the screen.
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JESSICA NELSON
2015 – 2016
Portfolio Book

